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Abstract: Method for evaluating software for production engineering in furniture industry. Furniture and
furniture industry can be considered as an overlap of civil engineering, architecture and machinery engineering.
Organizations in furniture industry often need to process variety of data. These data include data for production
engineering of furniture, through modelling and construction solutions for products, up to cutting plans and
calculations. Consequently, this results in the requirements for applications used in furniture industry. Similarly
to other industrial organizations, these requirements show that software means play an important role.
Appropriate selection of applications and their interconnection and function can influence economic situation of
company. The presented work describes a possible design for the evaluation and comparison of application used
in furniture industry, so that they would be useful for a given organization, meet requirements and at the same
time low production costs would be maintained.
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INTRODUCTION
Based on the data available by Czech Statistical Office (ýSÚ) (ýSÚ data – August
2011) – the furniture production industry in the Czech Republic consists of approximately
13 000 entities. Based on the data available in Špaþková (2012), the number of entities may
reach approximately 20 000. Based on the data available by Association of Czech Furniture
Manufacturers from 2011, 28 011 employees were employed in furniture industry. The
sources are in agreement that more than 90% entities have 0-20 employees, i.e. small furniture
companies. These companies often have high quality of machinery equipment, but their
interconnection of individual parts, processes and software preparation may not always be of
the corresponding high quality standards.
This work deals the selection of a suitable software application (Peterka, Janáþ 2002)
for the preparation of technical documentation for furniture manufacturers and designers
(Nutsch 2006), on the basis of usability and significance of the given applications (Jiþínský,
Chladil 2005, Rao 2010). Initial research was already performed with the analysis for CNC
(Computer Numeric Control) furniture (Šimek et al. 2013). Thorough testing can help to
discover that the applications in furniture industry often work separately and are specialized.
Therefore, creating the following and interconnected processes can be difficult unless the
whole production is not purchased together with software connection. These facts can be
considered disadvantageous from economic and technological viewpoints. However, in order
to maintain competitiveness, companies need to reduce costs for good operation, and thus the
software sources for the companies should be selected and interconnected better, and they
should meet the requirements or company processes should be adjusted to be better adapted to
new trends. Based on these aspects, companies would be able to react faster to changes in
production programmes and thus be more competitive on the market.
The work aims to explain the structure and possibilities of software usable in furniture
industry and subsequent administration of the information and their interconnection within
individual parts of software applications (XU X. W., Q. He, 2004.) as an integration of CAD
(Computer Aided Design) (Jiþínský 2010), CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) and CNC
machines. Processing of information from production engineering directly to CAD / CAM
applications (Šimek et al. 2013, Chladil 2010, Runštuk, Böhm 2012) and the subsequent
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production with the use of PLM (Product Life Management) solutions and other tools to
maintain information on orders and customers – CRM (Customer Relation Management).

Fig.1 Possible definition of system – adapted by the author on current target (original version
by Peterka, Janáþ 2002)

Fig. 1 shows an adapted scheme of a potential solution for the integration of CAD,
CAM, and subsequently of ERP and PLM applications. Together, these applications process
data and improve the effectiveness of processes in the company. However, in some cases, the
integration is not so narrow, or does not exist at all.
Therefore, it is necessary to determine effective tools and applications usable for
maintaining low costs on production engineering and product preparation which are also
sufficiently usable for modern production principles and integration of applications (XU X.
W., Q. He, 2004.). Regarding the modern approaches, information should be mentioned on the
research of company IFS, which deals with company applications – usually ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning). Its research showed that the problems in company processes may be
caused even by applications (IFS 2010). In contrast, the research supported CRM systems,
which often support company management (IFS 2013).
For generalization and better idea of the selection of applications or for wider selection,
it may be more suitable to use the above mentioned economic approach in the form of a multicriteria analysis. It is the use of multi-criteria analysis which can be applied for different uses
(Beranovský 2002).
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Furniture companies often make decisions on the basis of the requirements of
production, references, project procedure, general ratio price / performance, and subjective
viewpoints of decision-makers, i.e. persons responsible for selecting and using of a given
application – usually owner/manager. In cases of larger investments, the suppliers of software
are often asked to show or present their application abilities directly in plants, or at a project
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currently in progress.
The multi-criteria analysis of variants (Brožová, Šubrt, Houška 2003) is ranked in the
group of methods for multi-criteria decisions. In contrast to multi-criteria optimization or
multi-criteria programming, the set of variants in the multi-criteria evaluation models is
assigned in the form of a finite list of variants which are evaluated according to individual
criteria. This evaluation can be in two basic forms – ordinal or cardinal evaluation. The aim is
to find a compromising variant which meets the requirements of individual criteria.
The investigation prepares the possibilities of the separation of information on
individual applications by methods used in economic evaluation of projects. The individual
functional parts of applications are divided into subgroups and parts of these groups are
evaluated. Furthermore, the company will be able to set priorities for the selection, or evaluate
whether and which functions are the most important for the company, and then to compare
their solution with other options and find out how it stands. These evaluations will also
include an examination whether some expensive parts of the software are necessary or not, or
whether all parts must be included in the comparison since they may be seen as potentially
unnecessary.
Basic model
Basic possibility to classify individual criteria and to evaluate them with the help of
experts:
x Determination of criteria (indicators) groups for application comparison,
x criteria by focus, possibilities, already found order,
x creation of weights for groups of criteria which will be created by evaluation of the
order,
x checking criteria and feedback of users and experts.
Gradual definition
x Defining the marking and retrieving of objects which are decided upon,
x defining individual criteria,
x filling in criteria and values for each variant (ideally more respondents),
x determination of the importance of criteria (indicators) by the weight of the criteria
(ideally from more respondents),
x conversion of importance of criteria to their order – a matrix of determination of the
most suitable and the worst variant > hypothetical ideal and hypothetical basal variant,
x creating a standardised matrix,
x process results from the standardised matrix and weight of individual criteria.
Possible use of an allocation method for application in the following Tab. 1 shows
individual allocated criteria and their subsequent division into smaller parts. Afterwards,
individual criteria can be evaluated by experts and thus they can show total evaluation of a
given application in points. Tab. 1 shows a simple division of criteria with the use of the
allocation method directly at the application.
Tab. 1: Example of division of criteria through allocation classification
Main criteria
Parts of criteria
Points
Allocated maximum
General criteria CAD/CAM
20 points
Input and output criteria
20 points
~~
Data formats
12 points
Connection bridges
~~
and ESB
5 points
~~
DXF format
3 points
Criteria for visualization
35 points
Machine control criteria
25 points
Total
 =100 points
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Analysis of requirements for application
Research on real applications has not been performed yet – it is a conversion of a
method on experts and users. Subsequently, this testing confirms potential ideas on quality,
suitability and use of applications in furniture industry. Therefore, this work can be used as a
demonstration of possibilities and course of determining and analysing of basic points for
analyses of applications. In order to use this method, hypothetical – the worst variant –
application and an application variant is determined. The resultant variant, which the experts
would require, will subsequently be considered. Concerning representative results on users, it
is possible to perform real testing and focus on real applications and their evaluation.
Regarding the inclination to furniture applications, we can divide the basic functions of
applications into 2 parts. The first part of the function is related to usual and general
requirements of applications used in furniture industry, i.e. general criteria. The applications
often used for furniture production may primarily be designed for other industries, e.g.
machinery engineering. “General” criteria can be related to the processing of 2D and 3D data,
visualization, parametrization, price levels, and e.g. costs for the implementation of an
application into a operation of furniture company. They may be related to general business
applications (ERP, IS, etc.) as well as to 3D machinery applications. In contrast, “focused”
criteria are designed for comparisons and finding advantages and drawbacks for the use in
furniture industry. Here, the interesting functions particularly include the functions for
automated processing of complex construction connections, e.g. cogs and dovetails,
possibility to create documentation to atypical products, and generally preparation of product
engineering to furniture products, parametric products, and machinery control.
RESEARCH RESULTS
In order to find important criteria for users and experts, we determined basic “focused”
evaluation criteria, which can be further divided. Individual criteria were determined by a
conversion of basic functions of applications and users needs. These criteria are directly
focused on the use in furniture industry.
Tab.2 Evaluation by experts/users according to required functions
Focused criteria
Respondents
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total Average Median
Parametric furniture
0 5 4 4 3 6 6 3 7
38
4,75
4,50
Atypically shaped furniture
0 4 3 2 1 1 5 2 1
19
2,38
2,00
Construction and technology 0 1 5 7 2 2 4 1 2
24
3,00
2,00
Budgets and calculations
0 7 6 5 6 5 3 5 3
40
5,00
5,00
Documentation
0 3 7 1 7 4 7 6 6
41
5,13
6,00
Possibility of changes
0 2 1 3 4 3 1 4 4
22
2,75
3,00
Machining and cutting plans
0 6 2 6 5 7 2 7 5
40
5,00
5,50

Tab.2 shows individual order of criteria by experts and their prioritised requirements for
the use of applications in furniture industry. Column 0 shows the hypothetical worst variant.
The following columns 1 – 8 show the selection of respondents and their chosen order from 1
to the total number of criteria by the importance of criteria. Individual lines show the types of
focused criteria for furniture industry. The criteria may contain further sub-categories, as
shown in Tab. 1. In this case, individual criteria have 4-5 sub-criteria. The total results show
more interest of users and experts in productive application parts, which would otherwise
users repeat very often. Subsequently, the individual parts are analysed in more detail.
Graphic breakdown of probability requirements of experts and users for selected criteria
and thus for potential applications. According to Fig. 2, these users primarily consider
important activities the documentation for the preparation of production, machining, and
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cutting plans, together with budgets.
b
Thiis is also reelated to thee item of parametric furniture.
f
These data
d
may shhow that thhe majority of users mostly
m
requiire the simpplification and
a time
savings for producction and reepeated opeerations. In contrast, atypically
a
shhaped produ
ucts and
possibillity of changges are amoong the impportant criteeria accordinng to responndents. Thee reasons
is probaably that theere is an opiinion that more
m
time caan be devotted to atypiccal productss and the
changess can be madde even witthout an appplication.

Fig.2 Grapphic breakdow
wn of possiblee requirementss by experts

Inn order to get
g a more accurate iddea, it will be
b necessarry to extendd the researrch with
more exxperts and users
u
of soft
ftware, and therefore reeceive wideer feedback which willl be used
for subssequent decision makinng process on
o suitable applications, or on appplications which
w
are
suitablee for a selectted group of
o users. As mentioned in the Introoduction by the research
h by IFS
companny – correcttly selectedd applicationn or a grou
up of appliccations mayy have conssiderable
impact on
o companyy’s operatioon.
CONCL
LUSIONS
x It
I is possiblle to find ouut users requuirements on the basis of the preseented design
n,
x a need to deevelop and further
f
test the design on
o a wider sample
s
of eexperts and users,
u
x perform
p
preeparation off suitable divvision of crriteria for thhe needs of tthe real evaaluation,
x perform
p
research withh more dettailed divission of critteria over a wider saample of
a
applications
s for furnituure industryy.
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Streszczenie: Metoda oceny oprogramowania dla inĪynierii produkcji w przemyĞle
meblarskim. MoĪna uznaü, Īe przemysá meblarski zawiera w sobie wiele elementów
skáadowych związanych z budownictwem, architekturą, czy inĪynierią maszyn. Organizacje
dziaáające w branĪy meblarskiej przetwarzają wiele danych obejmujących produkcjĊ mebli.
Dane te zawierają informacje produkcyjne, związane z modelowaniem i budową nowych
rozwiązaĔ konstrukcyjnych, poprzez plany ciĊü na obrabiarkach do kalkulacji kosztowych. To
prowadzi do podwyĪszonych wymagaĔ odnoĞnie oprogramowania stosowanego w przemyĞle
meblarskim. Odpowiedni dobór aplikacji i ich wzajemnych poáączeĔ oraz dostĊpnych funkcji
moĪe mieü wpáyw na sytuacjĊ ekonomiczną firmy. Niniejsza praca opisuje strukturĊ
oprogramowania umoĪliwiającą ocenĊ i porównywanie danych w przedsiĊbiorstwie produkcji
mebli, w taki sposób, Īe bĊdą one uĪyteczne dla danej organizacji, przy jednoczesnym
zachowaniu niskich kosztów produkcji.
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